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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Freedom Rally in Santa Maria — corner of Betteravia and Bradely, 4 
in front of Golden Corral! At least, where Golden Corral is coming 5 
soon to a Santa Maria near you!!! Home Depot! 6 
Pray for the upcoming October 9, FREEDOM TO ASSEMBLE 7 
RALLY in Sacramento, from 9-11.  8 
Trump tested positive for the China Virus. The reaction on the Left 9 
deepens the conviction of all reasonable people that we must not 10 
throw ourselves into the hands of these evil people.1  11 
Brain Masseur must weigh in on the Debate Debacle! 12 
Voter fraud concerns getting increased attention. 13 
The Barrett attack ramps up! 14 
Durham and Wray—stalling the investigation. Where is Barr? 15 
Understanding the dynamics of a "bloodless" coup. 16 
Okay, my friends — it's time for your Brain Massage. 17 
[TRUTH] 18 
Trump tested positive for the China Virus. In my opening I said 19 
reaction from the Left deepens the conviction of all reasonable 20 
people that we must not throw ourselves into the hands of these 21 
evil people.2 But I must mitigate that a bit. Some lefties are being 22 
nice—Biden offers his thoughts and prayers.  23 
                                     
1 https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtis-houck/2020/10/02/evil-here-were-cnns-worst-moments-immediately-after-trumps-
covid 
2 https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtis-houck/2020/10/02/evil-here-were-cnns-worst-moments-immediately-after-trumps-
covid 
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A Trump personal Aide tested positive, and right away, Trump and 24 
Melania were tested — Trump did an interview with Hannity while 25 
waiting for results, it was interesting to get his take on the debate. 26 
More on that in a bit! The test came back positive for China 27 
Virus—which means Trump and Melania have the antibodies 28 
indicating the presence of this virus. His Aide, Hope Hicks, took 29 
wearing the mask seriously and was careful about that. But she 30 
came up with the virus and it's assumed the President and First 31 
Lady contracted it from her. Either that, or they all got it from the 32 
same source. 33 
President is fit; obviously he is healthy considering the energy he 34 
demonstrates — but, of course, he is 74 and so in the higher-risk 35 
category — but you pray for him and Melania and Hope Hicks, 36 
and everyone else battling this virus. Having said that, let's look at 37 
the implications of this politically. 38 
Haha! How many of you, your first thought when you heard this 39 
was they got to him? Someone pulled an Alexei Navalny? Alexei 40 
Navalny was leading opposition to Putin. On a flight from Siberia 41 
to Moscow, after a cup of chai (tea), he became violently ill.3 Later 42 
it was proved he was poisoned. And you know what they say about 43 
Russian political ruthlessness? You don't know what they say? 44 
Well, it's said that Putin's well of ruthlessness runs deep — and 45 
allegations of Putin's political enemies ending up dead by poison 46 
are not new. First, Putin attacks with thugs and bullies together 47 
with the apparatus of the State—harassment, assaults, false arrests, 48 
interrogations, jailings, and earlier attempts to poison him.4 From 49 
the Business Daily, "High-profile critics and rivals of Putin have a 50 
tendency to die." Sort of like those of Reset Clinton—sometimes 51 
allusions are purposely oblique. Putin did not like Mikhail Lesin, 52 
either, and he ended up dead from blunt-force trauma to the 53 
                                     
3 https://www.businessinsider.com/why-putin-assassinations-involve-poison-2020-8 

4 Ibid. 
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cranium while alone in locked hotel room in D.C. He was 54 
supposed to meet with the FBI. A journalist, Anna Politkovskaya 55 
shot by Chechens in 06, in 10, Boris Nemtsov shot outside the 56 
Kremlin, also by Chechens. But poison is a favorite. A real throw 57 
back. Defector Alexander Litvinenko died after drinking a cup of 58 
tea laced with radioactive material during a meeting with Russian 59 
officials. Brittain believes it was a Russian (can anyone spell Putin) 60 
operation. Sergei Skripal, another defector and his daughter, both 61 
exposed to a deadly nerve agent in 18. The bottle believed to have 62 
contained the agent was traced to Russian military intelligence 63 
officers who entered the UK with false passports. Emilian Gebrev, 64 
Viktor Yushchenko, and, well, you begin to get the idea. All of 65 
these were on Putin's list of people not invited to his parties—66 
except, perhaps, to drink carefully prepared chai—tea! Anyway, 67 
this Business Insider article, referenced here, offers some 68 
interesting analysis and you should read it. 69 
Never believed, for one moment, that the Clinton-Putin love affair 70 
was ever ended. Understand, family, we are up against a huge and 71 
powerful international cabal — I realize how that sounds to some 72 
of you. But you have listened to me, some of you, for 15 plus years, 73 
and you know that my instincts about this sort of thing are right 74 
on. I don't know if Clinton-Putin-Xi-Soros unofficial cabal 75 
manipulated access to the President to give him the CHINA 76 
Virus—but, it would not have required anything so sinister. 77 
We know the virus is out there, and that it is contagious, and that, 78 
as Trump said, "it's hard to tell everybody to stay away," he told 79 
Hannity, "it's hard to say stay back, stay back, when people want to 80 
come up to you, they want to get close, they want to hug you and 81 
kiss you," Trump said, they want to show their appreciation for all 82 
we have done for them, and you can't just say, "stay away, stay 83 
away." You have to be nice and open to people! So, as far as Trump 84 
is concerned, it was just one of those things and the President and 85 
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First Lady, like the rest of us, are susceptible to getting sick—the 86 
MSM have made this disease out to be Godzilla and that's about 87 
what it is—a media created monster. 98% survival rate! We have 88 
made major strides in therapeutics and a vaccine is forthcoming. 89 
The death count has been manipulated—that we know to be a fact. 90 
How much is uncertain! It was carefully contrived to be uncertain. 91 
We know, from CDC, that the death count of those who died 92 
specifically, and exclusively from the China Virus is closer to 7000. 93 
Trump and Pence should never have allowed Fauci and Birx to 94 
trick them into going for the change in policy for counting deaths 95 
by a virus. But that will have to be sorted out later. 96 
Right now we have an election to WIN! So that takes us to the 97 
political side of this latest development. Man! When you think 98 
2020 has gotten as weird as it can get—it gets weirder. 99 
Of course, the left, CNN, especially, see it as hopeful for the future 100 
of America. CNN Obama hack Sam Vinograd (a faithful 101 
comrade—probably a Russian plant—haha!) jumped on this news 102 
right away. Sam said this "could be the most dangerous moment 103 
that the U.S. government has ever faced." Hah! Talks like a 104 
foreigner about the U.S., huh?  105 
Now, I had just turned 12 years old when JFK was shot—I think 106 
that was a much larger scale "danger" to the U.S. than our current 107 
President testing positive with a virus. I'm not saying I am not 108 
concerned about Trump's health—I've been praying much about 109 
that for some time now. The loonies on the Left have all but called 110 
for him to be assassinated—I have never in my only somewhat less 111 
than prodigious lifespan EVER seen so much hatred and so many 112 
veiled calls for someone to kill this President. I'm telling you, these 113 
people want Trump dead! They are trying to be restrained—but 114 
make no mistake about this! Crazy people out there, like Squeaky 115 
Fromm, and Hinckley (who used explosive rounds—yeah, weirder 116 
and weirder—the bullets were called Devastators, they explode on 117 
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impact—the one that hit Reagan lodged in his lung, but it did not 118 
explode—from an article appearing in the NY Times at the time, 119 
"Doctors who removed the bullet from the President's lung did not 120 
know at the time that it could explode at any second, officials 121 
said."5 Interesting!) I mean there are crazy people out there who 122 
can be triggered by this much open hatred for a high profile 123 
personality—so, Trump tests positive for China Virus and Xi is 124 
smiling.  Trump has the antibodies — in all likeliness all we have 125 
here is Trump and the First Lady have been inoculated — LORD 126 
— make it so! But comrade Vinograd is milking it: this could "be 127 
the most dangerous moment that the U.S. government has ever 128 
faced." How does this compare to 9-11? How does this compare to 129 
WWI or WWII? Pearl Harbor? How does this compare to the 130 
national and Constitutional crisis called the Civil War?  131 
When someone overstates something in this obvious way, you 132 
should back up and look more closely. Here is another headline: 133 
"Trump Isn't Incapacitated Now, But Who Knows? Maybe Later!" 134 
Don Lemon! Yikes!  The darkness is strong in that one! "Could 135 
Obese Trump Suffer More From COVID?" Another Lemon! 136 
And of course, that Trump got COVID is his own fault because he 137 
downplayed masks—and ignored the "science." Everyone who has 138 
followed Trump's response to this knows that is a lie. If anything, 139 
Trump only made the mistake of giving too much to Fauci and 140 
Birx in the earlier stages of this mess. I would be the last to take 141 
anything away from his herculean efforts to address this 142 
pandemic—it is truly stunning how aggressively he acted on the 143 
"science" he was led to believe—but these people have an agenda 144 
and it is not served by listening to a wide range of voices on this 145 
subject—Fauci has a vested personal interest in this whole mess, on 146 

                                     
5 https://www.nytimes.com/1981/04/03/us/explosive-bullet-struck-
reagan-fbi-discovers.html 
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multiple levels, not sure what Birx is about—they convinced 147 
themselves that wearing the mask actually protects from 148 
contraction and transmission when EVERY RELIABLE STUDY 149 
BEFORE ABOUT MARCH OF 2020—and including those that 150 
spoke favorably of the efficacy of masks after March of 2020 has 151 
concluded a cloth mask WORTHLESS for stopping a virus the size 152 
of SARS-CoV-2, the N95 ONLY WORKS IF USED CORRECTLY 153 
and everyone admits, virtually NO ONE DOES. Friend, Hope 154 
Hicks did not contract this virus because she failed to wear a 155 
mask—Fauci admitted it's mostly symbolic, and the CDC admitted 156 
the importance of the mask is that it REMINDS PEOPLE THERE 157 
IS A PANDEMIC going on and so motivates them to be careful—158 
to do the other things that ACTUALLY DO MAKE A 159 
DIFFERENCE. So, you know how it is with these lefties—social 160 
engineering, social control, it's the communist thing, you know the 161 
thing! 162 
And you knew this was coming: CNN Kaitlan Collins speculates 163 
the Barrett confirmation hearings will be stalled by this—164 
Hindering confirmation. So, do you begin to feel the conspiracy 165 
muscles flexing? They are looking at pictures to see if they can 166 
connect Barrett to this and compel her to quarantine. Putting off 167 
her confirmation for at least another 14 days. What will they come 168 
up with next?  169 
Don Lemon and Leonard Bernsetien discuss how this will hurt 170 
Republicans in November—they HOPE! 171 
Bernstein: “And that also has to do with the Republicans in 172 
general, especially in the Senate races but also Republican Party on 173 
Capitol Hill which has [been] following this President's steps in its 174 
denial and his denial of this being a situation of national 175 
emergency that needs to be dealt with – with the severity and 176 
urgency that is required. This is not going to help Republicans. I 177 
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think we can safely assume this[.]”6 Trump ignoring the 178 
seriousness of this? God, JUDGE, step in and JUDGE this 179 
situation! Trump is not the one who took it so unseriously that he 180 
sent those most vulnerable to this virus into nursing homes 181 
unequipped to help them which resulted, directly resulted in 182 
THOUSANDS OF ELDERLY DYING and adding insult to this 183 
offense they had to DIE ALONE, without their FAMILY! People in 184 
Michagan are so angry about this they are gathering on the 185 
Governor's lawn demanding Whitmere release the TRUTH about 186 
the thousands she sent to their deaths in her state—Newsome 187 
should be sent a picture and name of each elderly person he is 188 
responsible for KILLING with this VIRUS — Trump did not take it 189 
seriously? What? He set up hospitals and sent Navy ships 190 
converted to provide hospital beds for those sick in New York and 191 
that evil beast of a governor snubbed his nose at him and refused to 192 
accept the help—so PEOPLE DIED BECAUSE OF LIBERAL 193 
PRIDE. 194 
What? And don't even get me started on the BLUE STATE 195 
DEVILS THAT SAT ON THEIR HANDS WHILE RADICAL BLM 196 
AND ANTIFA THUGS DESTROYED BUSINESSES AND 197 
MURDERED INNOCENTS AND REFUSED TO ACCEPT 198 
TRUMP'S REPEATED OFFERS TO HELP — why? They are too 199 
proud to admit they needed his help—THOUSANDS HAVE DIED 200 
BECAUSE OF DEMONCRAT PRIDE. 201 
Oh, here you go, leave it to Lemons — Don Lemon expresses hope 202 
this will stop the reopening of our economy and continue the shut 203 
down of the schools. Lemon asks Dr. Gupt if he sees this as a 204 
"reckoning" — he means is it vindication against Trump for his 205 
misdeeds??? But Lemon thinks of it in more practical terms — he 206 
sees it as an OPPORTUNITY for the President to "correct course": 207 

                                     
6 https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtis-houck/2020/10/02/evil-here-were-cnns-worst-moments-immediately-after-trumps-covid 
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to stop encouraging states to reopen the economy and schools. I 208 
don't know, maybe Obama and Biden would take their own 209 
personal lives so seriously as to make everyone else in the entire 210 
nation miserable because they got sick—wow! I feel badly for this 211 
guy's wife, assuming he has one. By the way, I know that's not what 212 
he is saying, but that IS WHAT HE IS SAYING if you know what I 213 
mean? Friend, Trump getting Covid does not make CHILDREN 214 
MORE VULNERABLE to COVID, or justify CONTINUING THE 215 
DEVASTATION OF AMERICAN FAMILY BUSINESSES THAT 216 
ARE STRUGGLING TO SURVIVE, NOT TO MENTION THE 217 
PEOPLE KILLING THEMSELVES FROM DEPRESSION, AND 218 
EVERYONE LIVING IN DEPRESSION AND MISERY. What is 219 
wrong with these people? Have they no conscience? 220 
It changes virtually nothing except Trump won't be out there 221 
rallying his base—so, we need to step in! You need to think of 222 
every way you can to RALLY Trump voters and STAND UP FOR 223 
HIM. I never do yard signs; that just changed. Babe, order four 224 
TRUMP signs. Another donation, now, two more significant 225 
donations — let's GO! The best way to encourage Trump and 226 
Melania is to KEEP THE WAVE BUILDING! 227 
And nothing is more important right now than to PRAY! 228 
I'll be right back! 229 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 230 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 231 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 232 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 233 
liberty. 234 
Okay, I want to weigh in on the Debate Debacle—one problem 235 
with a weekend show is that when news breaks on a Tuesday, I 236 
don't get to respond until Friday. But sometimes that's also an 237 
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advantage. This time, the ad is in. (For all you Tennis players out 238 
there.) 239 
I must say, though, that I really want to dig in to the latest 240 
revelations regarding spy-gate! Evidence Hillary approved the ruse, 241 
evidence Obama, Biden, Comey not only knew about it, but were 242 
up to their necks in it from the beginning. I'm sure you've heard 243 
about the revelations released through latest declassified 244 
documents—but I have one question. It is the question I've been 245 
asking almost from the beginning, a question I thought would be 246 
answered when Trump put Barr on this, and when Durham began 247 
his probe into this, and when Wray was called to the plate—we 248 
keep getting these teases that evidence is piling up, indictments are 249 
coming—but suddenly, Justice dozes off. Its attention goes 250 
elsewhere, or nowhere. What happens? Is the deep state so deep we 251 
have not yet got down below the scum into the clean waters? DO 252 
SOMETHING! Justice, hey, WAKE UP! I think you guys have 253 
misconstrued the meaning of "BLIND JUSTICE." Yeah, blind to 254 
respect of persons, rich or poor, blind to shades of brown from 255 
dark to light, BUT NOT BLIND TO CRIMES! In fact, you are 256 
betraying a fundamental meaning to the blindfold on lady liberty. 257 
YOU ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO BE AFFECTED BY RESPECT 258 
OF PERSONS—oh, but that's the former president! That's Hillary 259 
and she is, well, she is — I don't know what she is. Feared, I guess. 260 
These yahoos fear Hillary more than the FEAR GOD. Well, she 261 
won't help you at the judgment seat! 262 
DO SOMETHING! Or just admit you're a coward and get out of 263 
the way. 264 
Anyway, the debate debacle—what else can be said that has not 265 
been said already? Biden started the interruptions—I think three 266 
times, before Trump did and I don't think Wallace stopped Biden 267 
even once.  268 
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THE LEFT KEEP HARPING ABOUT TRUMP’S 269 
INTERRUPTIONS— IGNORES BIDENS INSULTING “SHUT 270 
UP” COMMENT, ALLUDING TO TRUMP AS DUMB, 271 
MOCKING HIM WITH A YAK-YAK YACK GESTURE, 272 
CALLING HIM A LIAR, CALLING HIM A CLOWN. — That 273 
and the fact that HE STARTED IT!  274 
Virtually everyone noticed the double-teaming that went on—early 275 
on Trump said to Wallace, I guess I'm debating you and not him. 276 
At no point in the debate was the double-teaming more evident 277 
than when Wallace tried to corner Trump with this old bit about 278 
you won't condemn the White Supremacists thing. So, let's set the 279 
record straight on that right now. Anyone who has that video of 280 
Trump making this statement, please start circulating it, and get it 281 
out there, and memorize this. Here is, I think this was something 282 
like the third time he made a public statement answering this, but 283 
here, on August 13, 2017 I'll read to you word for word what 284 
Trump said: 285 
We condemn in the strongest possible terms this egregious display 286 
of hatred, bigotry, and violence. It has no place in America. And as 287 
I have said many times before: No matter the color of our skin, we 288 
all live under the same laws, we all salute the same great flag, and 289 
we are all made by the same almighty God. We must love each 290 
other, show affection for each other, and unite together in 291 
condemnation of hatred, bigotry, and violence. We must 292 
rediscover the bonds of love and loyalty that bring us together as 293 
Americans. Racism is evil. And those who cause violence in its 294 
name are criminals and thugs, including the KKK, neo-Nazis, 295 
white supremacists, and other hate groups that are repugnant to 296 
everything we hold dear as Americans.”7 297 

                                     
7 https://www.cnn.com/2017/08/12/politics/trump-statement-alt-
right-protests/index.html 
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Now, how about a taste of how the MSM responded to this. Same 298 
article where I pulled this quote, "The President did not mention 299 
white nationalists and the alt-right movement in his remarks, and 300 
later called for a "study" of the "situation." (Ibid.) 301 
Did you catch that? He condemned White supremacists—he 302 
purposely opened his statement to include any other groups that 303 
might be legitimately designated hate groups, but this was not 304 
enough. It's NEVER ENOUGH with these people. 305 
Remember this the next time you hear Trump respond to this 306 
question by asking, "name the group," or "what group do you want 307 
me to condemn?" Because when he does condemn a group, even if 308 
he names them, they come back with he did not name — thus and 309 
thus a group. So, Trump asks them to be more specific. If I 310 
condemn white supremacists — that's never enough for you. So, 311 
tell me what group do you want me to condemn today? 312 
Well, in this case they called one up—Proud Boys. Apparently, it's 313 
a neo-fascist group that uses violence to advance its agenda. 314 
Anyway, immediately after Wallace pressed Trump to denounce 315 
white supremacy and sort of slid militia in there, Trump said of 316 
course I will—but I don't see a lot of the right out there destroying 317 
property, burning buildings—and of course Wallace and then 318 
Biden joined in, and they literally double-teamed Trump pressing 319 
him, "well, do it then. Do it, right now!" With that devil, Biden, 320 
chiming in, smugly, so it, go ahead, do it right now." 321 
Trump sort of muffled through this, and I'll explain that in a 322 
moment, but here is the thing! Trump was asked if he would 323 
denounce white supremacists groups (Wallace through militia in 324 
there and it got confused—everyone talking over each other—325 
including the immoderate "moderator") but Trump immediately 326 
said, "Of course I do!" So — there is your answer! But that was not 327 
good enough, "so do it, right now!" 328 
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Don't think for one moment these devils do not know exactly what 329 
they are doing! IT was a trap! And it was a deflection! Trump nails 330 
Biden for not condemning Antifa — Biden says, "it's an idea not an 331 
organization" — points to his own FBI someone or another saying 332 
this—WHAT DOES THAT MATTER? That would only be an 333 
issue if you were trying to identify the group for a purpose like 334 
designating them a terrorist organization—THAT HAS 335 
NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR ABILITY TO CONDEMN 336 
THEM. So, CONDEMN the IDEOLOGY Mr. Biden.  337 
It's never enough for Trump to condemn the ideology of White 338 
Surpremacism — is that why you won't condemn the IDEOLOGY 339 
of ANTIFA? Because doing so will put you at odds with a large and 340 
very active element in your base. Think about this! 341 
Biden and Wallace were piling on Trump for not — for not 342 
WHAT? Wallace asked him, will you denounce white supremacist 343 
groups — never mind for the moment that the weasel slipped 344 
militia in there — Trump says, "Of course I will." That's your 345 
answer!  346 
For them to come back with "then do it," is insulting and a total 347 
waste of time, and nothing but an effort to back Trump into some 348 
sort of corner so they can bring him under their control and 349 
triumph over him. He instinctively resists that sort of thing—and 350 
as you noticed, he quickly turned it on them when immediately 351 
after he affirmed that he would of course condemn these hate 352 
groups, he took a shot at them both, pointing to the violence going 353 
on in Portland, and Seattle and Kenosha, as being done by leftists, 354 
anti-Trump crowds, not people from the RIGHT. I'm coming up 355 
on my time so I'll have to wrap it up. 356 
Look, first, I'm sure you can appreciate how insulting it is to be 357 
asked this question repeatedly, and no matter how many times you 358 
answer it, they throw it at you again which serves their purpose to 359 
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put Trump on the defense, defending himself for something that 360 
was never true to begin with.  361 
Second, this is a deflecting question—it puts Trump on the defense 362 
over a question that is actually a strong offense — why have both 363 
Biden and Kamala been so reluctant to denounce the violence 364 
going on in the BLM and ANTIFA protests? Why do they 365 
repeatedly try to ignore the violence—and say things that fuel the 366 
violence by sending the clear message that they are going to be 367 
covered by the Democrats in power. Only very lately have they 368 
begun to offer carefully worded statements against the violence, 369 
but couched in language that sympathizes with it. The American 370 
people are so DONE with the Democrats letting these thugs 371 
destroy their livelihoods and their lives—so they have to set Trump 372 
on the defense on this point and keep him answer to THEM for a 373 
totally FALSE accusations and it's so insulting. 374 
Third, Trump is a skilled negotiator, even if he has not had a great 375 
deal of experience in debating. If you can understand the dynamics 376 
of controlling a boardroom brawl, you understand Trump and will 377 
applaud his abilities. Picture Trump in a boardroom and someone 378 
starts blowing smoke in his face and he knows they are trying to 379 
hide something—he sees straight through it, blows the smoke 380 
away, and cuts to the chase—you ask me if I denounce white 381 
supremacy, of course I do—but that's not an issue here. White 382 
Supremacists are not out burning down business, throwing fire 383 
bombs into police cars—why are we talking about White 384 
Supremacists — we need to be talking about why you 385 
DEMOCRATS ARE SITTING ON YOUR HANDS WHILE 386 
BLM/ANTIFA ARE BURNING DOWN YOUR CITIES AND 387 
RUINGING THE LIVES OF AMERICANS? That's what we need 388 
to be talking about here. 389 
Fourth, debate dynamics are very much like those in play in an 390 
argument — it's very easy to become about winning the argument.  391 
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That's what it is for Biden and Wallace. Make no mistake, Trump 392 
wants to win too — but watch him closely. He intends to win by 393 
bringing out the TRUTH. Let's — look, I have to close. But friend, 394 
Biden and Wallace went into this debate to HIDE Biden's true 395 
agenda as much as possible; they went at this debate to cover for 396 
JOE. Trump went into this debate determined to pull the covers off 397 
Joe and let America see the truth about him. 398 
Whether Trump knew he was going to be double-teamed, I don't 399 
know. Personally, I think he hoped for a fair shake from Wallace. 400 
In fact, I believe he was purposely led to believe that—but I think 401 
he handled himself very well—the fact is, if Trump had not been 402 
willing to bull doze to space for him in that debate, he would never 403 
have been able to make the points he came there to make.  404 
Go to my church facebook page, like the page, and set up 405 
notifications to be alerted when I go live stream every night except 406 
Wednesday and Sunday — and sometimes when I travel I'm 407 
unable to go live—. Lighthouse Baptist Church, Jerry Scheidbach 408 
will get you to our page. 409 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 410 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 411 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 412 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 413 
LIGHTS OFF — which means you reject what I’m saying and 414 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 415 
lights off? 416 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 417 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 418 
email. 419 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 420 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 421 
 422 


